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Comparative Study Of Hard Wired And Labview
Based Lock In Amplifier For Signal Detection
Basit Iqbal, Naveed Ullah, Asim Ahmad Riaz, Zuhaib Ali Khan, Shaukat Ali Shah
Abstract: For the detection of minute AC signal covered in noise up to the scope of nano volts Lock in Amplifiers (LIA) are utilized. Precise estimation
may even be possible when the noise to signal proportion is high. Phase sensitive procedure is utilized by LIA to identify the signal that is in stage with
reference signal. With LABVIEW (laboratory virtual instrument and engineering workbench) innovation associated with present day instrumentation, a
LIA is more adaptable than detecting and recovering minute signals. Utilizing the virtual instrumentation innovation, a programmable LIA was
manufactured and compared the results with hardware-based LIA.
Index Terms: Lock in Amplifier, Phase sensitive, LabVIEW, Virtual instrumentation, noise
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1 INTRODUCTION
A LIA mixes the input signal with a pure cosine or sine wave
at the reference frequency using phase sensitive detector
(PSD). The reference signal modifies all the components of
input signal. The modification yields two signals at sum of
frequencies and at difference of frequencies. By equalizing
the frequency of input and reference signal one of the two
signal becomes DC whose amplitude is proportional to the
amplitude of input signal. The low pass filter removes AC
signal which is the product of input signal and reference
signal at all other frequencies.[1] [2] The amplified input
signal flows into the PSD is modelled by,

Then the signal flows into the low pass filter, which
averages the AC signal to zero, so one can get;

If 𝜔�𝑖� ≠ 𝜔�𝑟�, cos (𝜔�𝑖�𝑡� − 𝜔�𝑟� 𝑡� + 𝜃�𝑖� − 𝜃�𝑟�) is also an AC
signal, which will be averaged to zero after passing through
low pass filter. When 𝜔�𝑖� = 𝜔�𝑟�, then the X component of
signal is given by;

Similarly, along the quadrature signal flow path, the PSD
produces;
Where 𝑉�𝑖� and 𝜃�𝑖� are the amplitude and phase
respectively of the signal component at frequency 𝜔�𝑖�. The
PSDs multiply the reference signal with the input signal.
Along the in-phase signal flow path, the multiplication
results;

With the trigonometrical identities, one can used this
equation;

Following the trigonometric identities, one has
After the low pass filter, the equation will be;
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By properly setting the time constant, The DC signal shows
at the Y terminal which is given below;
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From the calculations above, one can see the input consists
of signal plus noise. Noise is a variable signal that is
present at different frequencies. An ideal lock-in removes
the noise that is present at reference frequency. The low
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pass filter removes the noise present at all other
frequencies. The lock in amplifier provides the advantage of
bandwidth narrowing. Those components of signal that are
at reference frequency will result the output. Thus, the
original signal can be obtained even though it is buried in
noise thousand times larger. [1]- [3]. If the result is
represented in a polar form, one can used these equations.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
2.1 Hard-wired LIA
A hard-wired LIA is constructed that can remove noise from
an input signal. It is composed of integrated circuits that can
adequately perform lock in amplification process. The
design is based on the Analog Devices AD630 modulator–
demodulator integrated circuit (IC) [4]. This IC has been
used as a LIA in several dedicated applications [5][6].
2.1.1 Designed hard-wired LIA circuit
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Second part is IC (AD630) that performs the phase
sensitive detection. The AD630 performs the demodulation
process by the help of two amplifiers controlled by the
voltage comparator. The basic demodulation is carried out
by exchanging between inverting and non-inverting gain
configuration. Fig 2(a) represents the basic working of
AD630 for ±2 and ±1 gain. One of the two input stages is
selected by the comparator in order to complete an
operative response connection around AD630. Fig 2(b)
shows an inverting gain diagram in which RA and RF
resistors are connected for inverting feedback when
channel B is selected. Fig 2(c) shows a non-inverting gain
diagram. This configuration is achieved by selecting
channel A and deselecting channel B by the comparator. In
present configuration, pin number 10 of AD630 is grounded
and pin number 9 is connected to the reference signal.
when negative half cycle of reference signal is running at
pin number 10, Channel B is selected, and inverting gain
configuration is achieved with a gain of -2. while when
positive half cycle of reference is running, Channel A is
selected, and non-inverting gain configuration is achieved
with a gain of +2. [5].

As shown in fig 1 the circuit has three main parts. First part
is AD620 works as an amplifier that amplifies the signal
using a different gain resistor before sending to phase
sensitive detection circuit. A single resistor is selected for a
specified gain. Ground loop effect is reduced by grounding
the low input of amplifier through 10-ohm resistor. It must
be noted that amplifiers having built in gain are available
but are costly and the number of gains available are also
limited. We used resistors having 1 percent tolerance that
gives enough accuracy for most of experiments. If higher
accuracy is required, then use resistors with tighter
tolerances or those whose exact value can be adjusted.
Input signal along with noise is amplified by amplifier. It
works like a non-inverting Op- amp.

Fig 1. LIA circuit diagram for signal detection
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Fig 2. (a) Test configuration (b) Inverting gain (c) Noninverting gain
Third part is IC (opa27G) that filters out any noise in the
demodulated signal generated by IC AD630 and desired
DC signal is obtained. Different time constants can be
selected for bandwidths. The bandwidth increases with the
increase in time constant. So only those frequencies will
pass which are within the band around the reference signal.
The circuit is powered by 15 V DC power supply which is
connected to each chip through 10 uF capacitor to minimize
noises in power supply voltages to ICs. Fig 3 shows the
implementation of hard-wired LIA circuit

Fig 4. Front panel of virtual LIA
2.2.2 Block diagram
In fig 5, virtual LIA block diagram is depicted which is
composed of the signals generating modules, the phase
lock loop module, the lock-in filter module, the demodulator
module and the display module for input, reference and
output signal.

Fig 3. Printed Circuit Board (PCB) of hard-wired LIA
2.2 LabVIEW based LIA
LabVIEW is a graphic based programming tool that is used
in academics, developing system controls, industrial and
laboratory application [7]. It has strong commonality and
acceptable degree of visuals along with short development
cycle. In addition, it is easy to maintain and has an
advantage of functional changes [8]. Using virtual elements
in LABVIEW, a virtual LIA is designed that can be used to
detect small signals covered up in noise. It consists of front
panel and block diagram.
2.2.1 Front panel
The front panel of virtual LIA is composed of two parts. First
part is composed of numeric controls for input signal having
noise, reference signal and virtual lock-in. The frequency
and amplitude of input and reference signal, signal type,
noise in the input signal and LPF settings for lock-in can be
changed using these controls. Second part is composed of
numeric outputs of Lock-in such as x and y components,
resultant and phase of output signal. The input and output
signals are also shown graphically in front panel by numeric
indicator. The designed panel of virtual LIA is shown in the
fig 4.

Fig 5. Block diagram of LIA
Two signals were generated by waveform generation in the
signal processing pallet as shown in figure 5. With the help
of function generators, waveforms of the given frequency,
amplitude and phase with sinusoidal behaviour are formed.
One of the two signals is embedded in gaussian noise by
using gaussian waveform in the signal processing pallet.
This signal is now used as a noisy input signal for LIA. The
second signal is used as a reference signal for LIA. These
signals were passed through phase lock loop (PLL) virtual
instrument (VI) provided by LabVIEW. The PLL VI
measures the frequency and phase of refence signal that is
used to generate sine and cosine reference signals
internally and are then mixed with input signal. These mixed
signals are then passed through Lock in Demodulator VI
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provided by LabVIEW which deduct a component of
frequency from the given input signal whose frequency and
phase is decided by reference signal.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To test the LIA a function generator generating a sinusoidal
waveform of 5v and 60Hz is used. The function generator is
connected to voltage divider circuit shown in fig 6,
producing two signals having synchronized frequency of
amplitudes 5 V and 250µV. The 250µV signal generated
also have noise in the milli volts, so it is used as an input
signal for AD620 while 5V is used as a reference signal for
AD630.The input signal is amplified to 1.25v by selecting
5000 gain.

Fig 6. Voltage divider circuite
3.1 Signal detection and processing (Input and output
of hard-wired LIA)
The results of the hard-wired LIA are shown in fig 7. Voltage
and time are represented by vertical and horizontal axis
respectively. Different results are obtained at different test
points.(a) Represent the input signal having noise
generated by the voltage divider circuit.(b) shows the
reference signal from the same circuit, (c) shows the AD620
output which is the amplified signal, (d) shows the
modulated signal of AD620 at pin no 7, (e) shows AD630
output which is the demodulated signal and (f) depicts the
final output signal when get passed through the low pass
filter block. The final result shows a DC output of 1 V. It
means that noise of about 0.25 V have been locked by the
LIA resulting the original signal generated.
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The output of Virtual LIA is DC signal of amplitude 1 V
having no noise is shown in fig 9.

Fig 9. DC output of Virtual LIA
3.3 Comparison of detected signals
The results of hard wired and LabVIEW based LIA is shown
in table 1. It is clear from the table 1 that for the same
inputs, the output of both the LIA is same.

Fig 7. (a) Input signal b) Reference signal (c) Amplified
input signal (d) Modulated signal (e) Demodulated signal (f)
DC output
3.2 Input and output of LabVIEW based LIA
For testing the designed virtual LIA in order to find signal
with useful information from a signal containing noise, a
simulated sinusoidal waveform that contains white gaussian
noise is used as shown in fig 8. It also shows the simulated
reference signal for LIA. The frequency and amplitude of
original signal and reference signal is set to 100 Hz and 1 V
by the help of numeric control in front panel. The original
signal is covered in whit gaussian noise having standard
deviation of 0.2 as shown in fig 8.

Table 1. Comparison of hard-wired and LabVIEW based
LIA

4 CONCLUSION

Fig 8. Noisy input and reference signal.

This paper presents a comparative study of hard-wired LIA
designed using AD630 and virtual LIA designed in
LabVIEW. For the same input of 1.25 V having gaussian
noise and reference signal greater than 1V both the LIA
were tested. By selecting same time constant for both the
LIA, the output is obtained which is 1 V DC signal free of
noise. The dynamic range of hard-wired LIA is 60 dB to 70
dB while it can be varied in virtual LIA. So, using Virtual LIA
is more adoptable and less costly as compared to hard90
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wired LIA. The standalone LIA is an essential lab equipment
but is costly even in the basic configuration. This paper
presents that a virtual LIA can be used in place of available
costly LIA’s. This virtual LIA can be easily deployed on
commercial hardware such as DSP or FPGA with proper
DAQ system in order to communicate with the LabVIEW
programme to build fully house made LIA. This LIA can than
be used for real data rather than simulated data in future.
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